The New Year
Clean Slate or Simply Stale?
With the New Year we long for a fresh start. We want to wipe the slate clean, removing
the smudges and the smears. We want to get rid of the errors, the poor choices, the
misguided decisions and the bruising flops that populated the previous year. We want to
wipe away old habits, clean up destructive behaviors, sponge up toxic relationships, run
away from blood-sucking jobs and frantically flee the debt-feeding financial decisions that
we made. The New Year is our time to use a whole bunch of elbow grease to clean up the
horrendous messes of the old year, sweep those dirty little choices under the carpet,
smooth over places where the carnage of our decisions tore the landscape of our lives
apart, and precariously prop up the things that were blown over by the selfish choices we
made. We’re wildly busy about the ‘spit and polish’ of getting everything tight and clean.
We want to expunge the memory of the people that we hurt from the recess of our everannoying conscience, or work hard to pretend that whatever we did to them wasn’t really
all that bad. We don’t really want to acknowledge that we made wildly stupid choices
along the way that had absolutely no foresight or hindsight, rather writing all the collateral
damage off to the welcome scapegoat of misfortune, a tough economy, fate, chance, a fat
chance, or the poor choices of others. We want to vigorously shake off the mishaps of the
past year, rigorously brushing them off the sleeves of our lives so that they’re left behind in
whatever place we’ve been in order to be free of them in whatever place we’re going.
The Past Relished or Rejected?
We cross the threshold of the New Year without wanting to look back. It’s not that we want
to reject the past, but we much prefer to leave it behind. We want a clean break, a new
beginning, a fresh opportunity that’s in no way inhibited by whatever the past has been.
Indeed, we do cherish the good things that have happened. However, we seem to
celebrate them with a diminished sense; that they weren’t as good as good can potentially
be. We engage the New Year holding out some hopeful hope that it will bring us twelve
months of living that will be good in a way that we haven’t quite been able to achieve. That
somehow this year will be what no year has yet been. So celebration is often less about
what we’re leaving behind, and a whole lot more about what we hope will come.
Somehow we presume that when the clock strikes 12:00 a.m. every January 1st that there’s
some magical line of demarcation that we’re allowed to cross. It’s like waiting for the gates
of some wall to magically swing open at the stroke of twelve, granting us passage into an
entirely new place that we hope is indeed entirely new. In rushing through the gates with
the massive hoard that’s rushing right along with us, we’ve embraced a mentality that the
bad stuff in our lives is forced to stay on the other side of those gates. We’ve developed a
sense that something’s shed off of us, that something’s peeled away or purged from us in
the passing. That once we’ve stepped across that line into the New Year that we’ve been
cleansed and purified in the newness that represents the New Year. And because we
have, we’ve likewise been granted fresh, clean and uninhibited new start.
The Seeds of Staleness
The New Year is the old year in redress. It’s nothing more than the final tick of the second
hand of the clock that throws December 31 st over into January 1st. It leaves nothing old
behind and it takes nothing new with it. It’s a continuation of whatever was into whatever’s
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going to be. There is nothing inherently new about New Year’s.
Yet, because we ascribe a false newness to it, we assume that something has changed,
that something has been left behind, that something has transitioned or transformed in the
process of one day rolling into another. If we’re smart enough to realize that it’s just
another day, we’re often not smart to realize that this new day doesn’t afford us with any
other resources than yesterday did. Sometimes we see the New Year as handing us
something new that we didn’t have before. No such exchange transpires.
This falsely contrived sense leaves us with exactly the same stuff we had before the clock
rolled over into a new day, yet believing that somehow things have changed, or will
magically change, or can change because we have some new resource. Out of that
misguided assumption we cast the bad and sour and upsetting things of the past behind
us, assuming that in the action of casting them behind us they really are behind us. Yet,
wanting something to be gone doesn’t make it gone simply because we want it to be so.
Thinking we have some new resource doesn’t actually put it into our hands.
So we celebrate and we ‘party.’ We raise robust toasts to the new opportunities that we’ve
fabricated from the broken and desperate shards of the past year. We pen feel-good
resolutions across our minds and across the pages of the calendar of the upcoming year.
We tell ourselves that it’s going to be better, that we’re going to beat old habits and turn
careers around. We shout down the corridors of the New Year, declaring in advance that
we’re going to recommit to our marriages; that we’re going to complete college degrees,
balance our spending, and watch our language. We assertively put the New Year on
notice, telling it that we’re going to beat addictions, lose weight, change our attitudes, bury
hatred, resurrect forgiveness, overcome fears, undercut bad attitudes and change. Ouch.
Wiping Out Staleness
The New Year is an opportunity for reflection. We’ve set the calendar and flow of the year
in such a manner that the New Year is parked at a place that affords us perspective.
Nothing changes. We’ve been handed nothing new. But we can stop, catch our breaths,
rub our eyes clear of the smudges that life smears across them, brush off the dust that’s
caked on us from the long roads we walk, and simply look around. We have a chance to
inventory and assess; to deliberately engage the reality of our lives, doggedly evaluate
those realities, decisively execute strategies to change, and embrace an enthusiasm about
the possibilities that these actions will bring to the New Year.
We can’t wipe the slate clean, but we can rewrite it. We won’t be handed any new
resource and we won’t be leaving anything behind, but we can develop new resources and
we can systemically eliminate things from our lives so that they’re eventually left behind.
We can’t ignore things but we can change them. We can pretend that the New Year is
something that it’s not, or we can persevere in learning from the past to change the future.

